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How do neurons see the world?
Neurons respond differentially to specific stimulus features:

But what happens when stimuli are complex?
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We need a way to infer stimulus feature "tags" 
from neuronal population responses.  
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What happens when they change in time?

A latent feature model of neural responses

Application to synthetic data

Case Study: Motion discrimination data
Hypothesis: Each neuron responds to a set of binary features
that change in time.

Observation model:

Firing rate model:

T x U matrix 
of spike counts

Constants:
- T observation times
- U observed units
- K stimulus features
- R nuisance variables

T x U matrix 
of spike rates

Variables:
- X: T x R known regressors
- Z: T x K latent features
- A: U baseline rates
- B: R x U regressor effects
- C: K x U responses to latents 

Inference: We use a Variational Bayes approach, which allows 
for efficient inference on large data sets.
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- Right set of features may be hard to guess.
- Cells may respond to multiple features.
- Multiple features may be present at once. Synthetic data:

- T = 10,000
- U = 100
- K = 3 (data)
- K' = 5 (model)
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To test our model, we generated an artificial dataset with 
known parameters.

Actual vs. Recovered Features

- Features may go on and off in time
- Features may have different timescales 

We applied our data to a well-studied visual perception 
data set (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002).

U = 54 single units (macaqe area LIP)
12 stimuli  (6 coherence x 2 location)
700 msec stimulus period

The model recovers key stimulus features: 

- Z0 captures the Out feature
- Z1 captures the In feature
- Z3 matches the initial stimulus dip
- Z4 is specific to the 51.2% coherence In stimulus

Future Directions

from Roitman and Shadlen (2002)

Feature 1

Feature 2

Feature 3
- Apply the model to complex stimuli like natural movies. 
- Add continuous observation model (calcium imaging, fMRI)
- Add time-varying feature response kernel


